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Learning to Eat

The biggest challenge for Shabana was how to feed idli

not hold up his neck, could not swallow his food, and

to Subhan, her four-year old son. Subhan wasn't an

suffered from severe hearing loss. But Shabana decided

ordinary child, and feeding him idli was no ordinary

to look at the positive side of things. She had been

task. The idli needed to be mashed first since Subhan

aware that her child was going to be born with

wouldn't chew. But even after mashing it was still too

challenges, and while she was fully prepared to

dry to be swallowed. How did one address this

welcome such a child into the world, it was still a

problem? Subhan 's diet needed to be extended beyond

physical challenge to bring him up.

milk and biscuits, and idli had seemed the perfect
alternative, easy to eat and digest. Shabana hadn't
anticipated that the interim stage of swallowing it
would be so difficult.

Subhan 's upbringing, Shabana knew right at the start,
had to be a team project and not an individual one.
Both society and family had to be involved. The doctors
in the hospital where he was born advised her to visit a

When Subhan was born, Shabana had two choices,

centre that offered both occupational and physical

either to count her challenges or to count her

therapy and had expert care for children like Subhan, and

blessings. For a child born with intrauterine growth

Shabana did so when her son was just four months old. For

retardation, it would have been more natural to choose

Shabana, the existence of such a centre was the first of

the former. Subhan could not move his limbs, could

many blessings. Subhan's therapy began immediately.
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Each day presented a new challenge and a new solution.

children, especially her older son who needed a lot of

Shabana, determined to do her best for her son, ignored

help with his studies.

the challenges, focusing only on the solutions.

Shabana hails from an educated middle class family of

The first difficulty was to do with money. Shabana was

South Mumbai, and got married after high school into

deeply indebted to the centre for offering world-class

a joint family. This circumstance eventually proved to

care at no charge. With two other school-going

be a boon. Shabana is clear that without the help of the

children and a very modest income, Subhan 's parents

extended family, Subhan's grandparents and aunts and

couldn't have afforded anything else. But Subhan's
care involved outlays that were larger than what an
ordinary child needed. The simple task of bringing

He was placed in the Reliance

Subhan to the centre four days a week required money,

Foundation supported Early

money for taxis and buses. The financial situation at

Intervention Centre. The

home did not permit even this added expense, and

Early Intervention Centre is

Shabana knew that if she had to continue taking

what takes a child from

Subhan to the centre, she had to find another source of
income, one that allowed her to care for her children.
She decided to put her education to good use and

therapy to rehabilitation and
even education.

began offering home tuitions. It was a decision that
paid off. Shabana's day began early in the morning with
sending her two older children to school, and ended

uncles, she would have been hard put to look after a

late at night after all the chores were done and Subhan

child with multiple growth disorders. Taking Subhan

had been put to bed. In between were all the domestic

to the centre four days a week was possible only

chores that came with living in a joint family, taking

because the rest of the family stepped in to look after

Subhan to the centre, giving tuitions to almost a dozen

other matters. Even otherwise, however, Shabana

children, and looking after the needs of her older

wouldn't have compromised on her trips to the centre.
Everything that she was learning about how to take
care of her son, she was learning from the team
at the centre. Life, said Shabana, would have
been very difficult without the assistance that
she received there.
As Subhan grew older, his therapy helped
him to start holding up his body and eventually,
by the age of three he could sit up. It was then
that he was placed in the Reliance Foundation
supported Early Intervention Centre. The Early
Intervention Centre is what takes a child from
therapy to rehabilitation and even education.
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While children with challenges need physio and

minimum. So, for instance, when the centre advised

occupational therapy, eventually they are expected to

Shabana that Subhan needed a walker, she had a hard

grow and live in society. Their families must be trained

time convincing her family of its utility. They didn't

to look after them at home, and they must be able to go

believe that the little boy could ever walk on his own,

to a proper school, perhaps one for children with

given the huge challenges that he was born with. One

special needs, if not a regular one.

of the most significant things to develop after Shabana

Shabana's visits to the centre were a continuous
learning experience. How does one understand a child
who can't move, speak, hear or eat? Subhan had a
feeding tube inserted in his stomach since he was
unable to swallow. His development challenges also
included inability to communicate, so that Shabana
was left to guess what her son needed, often making
mistakes and thus complicating the situation. It was a
frustrating situation but Shabana persevered, relying
more and more on the centre to help her out.

began visiting the centre was the relationship of trust.
This trust only grew as Shabana witnessed the
difference that the intervention was making to
Subhan's quality of life. Now, Shabana began applying
at home what she was observing in the centre. Not only
that, the team at the centre suggested to her how to
utilize the objects at home for Subhan's therapy.
Shabana began treating it as a game, one in which the
winner was Subhan . She inducted the other members
of the family, Subhan's older brother and sister, his
grandparents and other relatives, for his rehabilitation.

On its part, the centre's strategy was built around
equipping the parents to deal with the child

Bringing up Subhan became an enjoyable pastime, the
enormous challenges notwithstanding.

independently. This was easier said than done.
A trained therapist, dealing with hundreds of
children with varying degrees of challenges,
stationed in a well-equipped place, was a
far cry from a mother with no training in
handling special needs children. Shabana's
financial situation, like most other families
at the centre, did not permit any
undue expense on the child,
and there was hardly any

In spite of all the encouragement and support within
the family, life was lonely for Shabana.
After all, how many other parents did she
know who had her set of circumstances?
With whom could she communicate the joy
of seeing her four-year old son separate
his favourite Parle G biscuits
from all the other biscuits in
the jar in the kitchen? To

possibility of procuring

the uninitiated, it

anything but the bare

seemed ridiculous
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To Shabana, the most valuable contribution that the Early Intervention
Centre made was to her own life, by not just empowering her to manage
the challenges of handling Subhan but also giving her a community,
the community of other families with special needs children.

to celebrate such achievements, but for Shabana,

As for the idli problem, Whatsapp rescued Shabana.

every moment was a memory. Each move of Subhan

A mother in the EIC parents’ Whatsapp group, more

was noted and commented upon. A year ago, when

experienced in such matters than Shabana, advised

Subhan chose to step away from the wall to which he
had clung for six months when Shabana brought him
to the Early Intervention Centre, her excitement was
shared by some very special people in her life, the other

her to add milk to the idli to soften it. Subhan
indicated his approval of the strategy by gobbling up
the mashed offering. Shabana broadcast this
achievement to the others in the group and happily
accepted their felicitations.

parents who brought their children to the centre.
To Shabana, the most valuable contribution that the
Early Intervention Centre made was to her own life, by
not just empowering her to manage the challenges of
handling Subhan but also giving her a community, the
community of other families with special needs
children. Very soon, it became the most important
community in Shabana's life, one that motivated her,
inspired her to find out-of-the-box solutions while

Subhan is miles away from achieving independence of
any sort. At four, he has the cognition of an eighteenmonth old. But to people who know him, that's a big
step in the right direction. That he's able to
communicate his preferences, that he's able to make a
considered choice, is invaluable.
As for Subhan's mother, she is now an evangelist. To
anyone who cares to listen, she advises them to go to
the centre as soon as they discover that their child has

learning from other parents' experiences. The Early

development issues. The stigma attached to having a

Intervention Centre became a sort of safe haven for

challenged child will be removed only if parents are

Shabana, where she could express all her concerns and

encouraged to seek professional help, she claims. And

triumphs about her son without fear of ridicule or lack

what better place for that than this centre where some

of understanding. Out here everyone empathized

of the most well-trained experts in the country offer

because everyone was in the same boat.

their services free of charge. Shabana unequivocally
credits it for her positivity and optimism about the

Shabana got a golden opportunity to talk about all this

future. And she looks forward to encouraging many

at the Mumbai Indians' Player Interaction event where

other children like Subhan to eat their idli mashed

Subhan was the star of the show without knowing it!

with milk!

Reliance Foundation's Education for All programme supports Ummeed's Early Intervention Centre in Mumbai (EIC),
a specialized programme for children with special needs between the age group of 2 to 5. EIC stimulates all-round
development of children aimed at preparing them to go to school. Parents accompanying children at the EIC benefit
from the support they receive from other families as many of them share similar life situations.
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